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Abstract—A dynamic medium access control (MAC) protocol is
proposed for a finite-user slotted channel with multipacket reception (MPR). This protocol divides the time axis into transmission
periods (TPs) where the th TP is dedicated to the transmission
1)th TP. At the beginning of
of the packets generated in the (
each TP, the state (active or idle) of each user is estimated based
on the length of the previous TP and the incoming traffic load. By
exploiting the information on the state of users and the channel
MPR capability, the number of users who can simultaneously access the channel in the current TP is chosen so that the expected
length of this TP is minimized. As a result, the MPR capability
is more efficiently utilized by the proposed protocol as compared
to, for example, the slotted ALOHA with optimal retransmission
probability. Furthermore, the proposed protocol requires little online computation. Its simplicity is comparable to that of slotted
ALOHA. It can be applied to random access networks with spread
spectrum and/or antenna array.
Index Terms—Medium access control (MAC), multipacket reception (MPR), random access network.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N MULTIACCESS wireless networks where a common
channel is shared by a population of users, both the reception capability of the common wireless channel and the
efficiency of the medium access control (MAC) protocol affect
the network performance. The conventional assumption on the
reception capability of the common channel is that a packet is
successfully received if and only if there is no concurrent transmissions. Based on such a noiseless collision channel model,
MAC protocols are sought to coordinate the transmissions
of all users for the efficient utilization of the limited channel
reception capability. Numerous protocols, such as ALOHA [1],
[23], the tree algorithm [6], the first-come first-serve (FCFS)
algorithm [9], and a class of adaptive schemes [5], [12], [13],
[17], have been proposed and their performance studied.
The development of spread spectrum multiple access,
space-time coding, and new signal processing techniques
makes the correct reception of one or more packets in the
presence of other simultaneous transmissions possible. While
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promising improvement in the overall performance of the
network, this multipacket reception (MPR) capability also
raises important questions. 1) How does the MPR capability
at the physical layer affect the performance of existing MAC
protocols? (2) How should we design the MAC layer to fully
exploit the MPR capability at the physical layer? Many researchers have provided answers to the first question. Being
the first random access protocol, the application of ALOHA to
networks with MPR capability has been thoroughly studied.
In [2], [8], [27], [31] and references therein, slotted ALOHA
is applied to networks with capture effect. In [10] and [11], a
general model for channels with MPR capability is developed
and the performance of slotted ALOHA analyzed for infinite
population case. In [4], the impact of MPR on the performance
of slotted ALOHA is compared between two types of code-division multiple-access (CDMA) wireless local area networks
(LANs)—base station controlled and ad hoc networks—based
on a finite population model. Other random access protocols
such as the FCFS algorithm and the window protocol [21] have
also been extended to networks with capture effect and their
performance evaluated [3], [19], [25], [28]. The application
of contention free scheme TDMA to networks with MPR
capability is another interesting research topic. In [7] and [16],
the authors address the use of time-division multiple access
(TDMA) in fully connected half-duplex ad hoc networks with
MPR provided by multiple independent collision channels. In
[24], dynamic time slot allocation is introduced for cellular
systems with antenna arrays. Given a set of active users (users
with packets to transmit), the proposed dynamic slot allocation
scheme assigns an appropriate number of active users to each
time slot to utilize the MPR capability provided by the antenna
array.
Answers to the second question, however, are scarce in the literature. The Multi-Queue Service Room (MQSR) protocol proposed in [30] is perhaps the first MAC protocol designed explicitly for networks with MPR capability. By optimally exploiting
all available information up to the current slot, this protocol
grants access to the channel to an appropriate subset of users
so that the expected number of successfully received packets is
maximized in each slot, leading to the optimal utilization of the
channel MPR capability. The difficulty of the MQSR protocol,
however, lies in its computational complexity which grows exponentially with the number of users in the network.
In this paper, we propose, for general MPR channels, a MAC
protocol that achieves a performance comparable to that of the
MQSR protocol, but with a much simpler implementation. Similar to the structure of collision resolution interval in the dynamic tree protocol [5], the proposed scheme, referred to as the
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dynamic queue protocol, divides the time axis into transmission
periods (TP) where the th TP is dedicated to the transmission
th TP. With such a transof the packets generated in the
mission structure, our knowledge on the state of users at the beginning of the th TP can be characterized by the probability
that a user has a packet to transmit in the th TP, which depends
th TP.
on the incoming traffic load and the duration of the
Based on and the channel MPR capability, the size of the access set which contains users who can simultaneously access the
channel is chosen for the th TP so that the expected duration of
th
this TP is minimized, i.e., all packets generated in the
TP are successfully transmitted within a minimum number of
slots. As a consequence, unnecessary empty slots at light traffic
and excessive collision events at heavy traffic are avoided simultaneously, leading to an efficient utilization of the channel
MPR capability at any incoming traffic load. Furthermore, the
optimal size of access set for each TP is obtained from a look-up
table. The online implementation of the proposed protocol is as
simple as that of slotted ALOHA.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
the model of a communication network with MPR capability.
In Section III, we propose the dynamic queue protocol. In
Section IV, we show that the network employing the dynamic
queue protocol will eventually reach the steady state regardless
of the initial condition of the network. Hence, steady-state
performance measures such as throughput and delay can be
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol.
Finally, we present simulation examples in Section V, where
we compare the throughput and delay of the proposed dynamic
queue protocol with that of the optimal scheme MQSR [30] and
the slotted ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability.

Let
(2)
denote the expected number of correctly received packets when
total packets are transmitted. We then define the capacity of
an MPR channel as
(3)
Note that the channel capacity we define here differs from
Shannon capacity. As defined in (3), is the maximum number
of packets that we can expect to successfully receive within one
time slot. It is the maximum throughput the MPR channel can
offer, independent of MAC protocols. Let
(4)
We can see that at heavy traffic load,
packets should be
transmitted simultaneously to achieve the channel capacity .
Noticing that the number of simultaneously transmitted packets
as the minfor achieving may not be unique, we define
imum to save transmission power. For MPR channels with
greater than 1, contention should be preferred at any traffic load
in order to fully exploit the channel MPR capability.
2) Examples of MPR Channel: The general model for MPR
channels given in (1) applies to various systems with spread
spectrum, antenna arrays, or sophisticated signal-processingbased packet separation schemes [26]. It also accommodates, as
special examples, the conventional collision channel and channels with capture. The reception matrices of the conventional
collision channel and channels with capture are given by

II. MODEL
We consider a communication network with
users who
transmit data to a central controller through a common wireless channel. This network model applies to cellular systems
where out-of-cell interference is negligible. Users in the network generate data in the form of equal-sized packets. Transmission time is slotted, and each packet requires one time slot
to transmit. With probability , a user independently generates
a packet within each slot.
A. MPR Channel
1) Model: As considered in [4], [10], and [11], the common
wireless channel is characterized by the probability of having
successes in a slot when there are concurrent transmissions as
denoted by

The multipacket reception matrix of the channel in a network
users is then defined as
with
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(5)
where is the probability of capture given simultaneous transmissions. With smaller than 1, this channel model can easily
accommodate noisy scenarios.
Another example of an MPR channel is a CDMA system
where each transmitted packet is spread by a randomly generated code with length . At the central controller, the spreading
code of each transmitted packet is assumed known, and a bank
of matched filters are used as the receiver. We assume that each
packet contains bits. A block error control code is used which
corrects up to errors in each received packet. We consider
a noisy environment where the variance of the additive white
Gaussian noise is denoted by . For such a network, we can
characterize its physical layer with a reception matrix constructed as follows. Under the Gaussian assumption on the multiaccess interference from users with equal power, the bit-error
inrate (BER) of a packet received in the presence of
terfering packets is given by [18]

(1)
(6)
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Possible outcomes of a slot.

Assuming that errors occur independently in a packet, we then
have the packet success probability in the presence of
interfering packets as
(7)
where
denote the probability mass at the value of
trials and a success
a Binomial random variable with total
probability , i.e.,
(8)
Under the assumption that each matched filter works independently at the receiver, we have
(9)
serves as an interface between the
The reception matrix
physical layer and the MAC layer. It characterizes the impact of
many physical layer parameters on packet reception at the MAC
layer. For example, the correlation property of the spreading
codes, receiver design, error control codes, fading characteristics of the channel, power control schemes, and background
noise all affect the specific value taken by each entry of . In
this paper, we do not address the construction of for various
physical layer parameters. The question we seek to answer is,
for a given physical layer characterized by a reception matrix
, how to design the MAC layer to fully utilize the reception
capability of the physical layer.
B. Central Controller
In our network model, access to the common wireless channel
is controlled by the central controller. At the beginning of each
slot, the central controller chooses and broadcasts an access set
which contains users allowed to access the channel in this particular slot. Users and only users in this access set transmit packets
if they have any. At the end of this slot, the central controller
observes the channel outcome which contains information on
whether this slot is empty and whose packets are successfully
received. Here, we assume that the central controller can distinguish without error between empty and nonempty slots. Furthermore, if some packets are successfully demodulated at the
end of a slot, the central controller can identify the source of
these packets. However, if at least one packet is successfully
demodulated at the end of the slot, the central controller does
not assume the knowledge whether there are other packets transmitted in this slot but not successfully received. We illustrate this
point in Fig. 1, where we consider possible outcomes of a slot:

empty, nonempty with success, and nonempty without success
(successfully received packets are illustrated by shaded rectangles). To the central controller, the two events that happened in
the third and the forth slots are indistinguishable.
After observing the channel outcome, the central controller
acknowledges the sources of successfully received packets (if
any). Users who transmit but do not receive acknowledgment
assume their packets are lost and will retransmit the next time
they are enabled. We assume in this paper that the down-link
channel (from the central controller to the users) is error free
and the time for acknowledgment and broadcasting the access
set is negligible.
Our goal here is to design, for a multiaccess network as specified earlier, a random access protocol that adaptively controls
the access set according to the channel MPR capability and the
current traffic load. It should achieve efficient channel utilization with a simple online implementation.
III. DYNAMIC QUEUE PROTOCOL
A. Structure of Transmission Period
In the proposed dynamic queue protocol, the time axis is divided into transmission periods (TPs) as illustrated in Fig. 2,
where we assume that the network starts at time 0 and one slot
lasts one time unit. Each TP is dedicated to the transmission of
packets generated in the previous TP and ends when the central
controller can assert that all packets generated in the previous
TP have been successfully transmitted.
We assume that besides the packet waiting for transmission
in the current TP, each user can hold at most one packet newly
generated in the current TP and to be transmitted in the next one.
Thus, in each TP, each user has at most one packet to transmit.1
Let denote the probability that a user has a packet to transmit
in the th
TP. Recall that denotes the probability that
a user generates a packet within one time slot. We have
(10)
where
denotes the length of the
th TP defined as the number of slots it contains;
specifies the network
initial condition and is known to the central controller. Thus,
carries our knowledge on the state of each user at the beginning of the th TP. Based on and the channel reception matrix
, the size
of the access set which contains users who can
simultaneously access the channel in the th TP is chosen opth
timally (see Section III-C). Packets generated in the
1This single buffer assumption is commonly used in MAC protocol design.
By considering a user with multiple buffers as multiple users with a single buffer,
protocols designed under the single buffer assumption may also be applied to
multiple-buffer scenarios.
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Fig. 2.Structure of transmission period.

Fig. 3.

Basic procedure of the dynamic queue protocol.

TP are then transmitted according to the procedure specified in
Section III-B.
B. Structure of the Dynamic Queue Protocol
The basic structure of the dynamic queue protocol is a waiting
queue which consists of unprocessed users. A user is said unprocessed if its state (whether or not it has a packet to transmit
in this TP) is unknown to the central controller. Hence, at the
users are waiting in the queue for
beginning of the th TP, all
th TP.
the transmission of their packets generated in the
After a user is processed, i.e., either its packet generated in the
th TP has been successfully received or it has been identified by the central controller as inactive (did not generate packet
th TP), the central controller removes it from the
in the
waiting queue. The current TP ends when the queue becomes
users are processed).
empty (all
Specifically, based on given by (10), , the size of the
access set for this TP, is chosen. Then, the first
users in the
queue are enabled to access the channel in the first slot of the th
TP. At the end of this slot, the central controller detects whether
users are
this slot is empty or not. If it is empty, all these
processed and the next
users in the queue are enabled in
the next slot. On the other hand, if this slot is not empty and
packets are successfully received, the sources of these
packets are processed and removed from the waiting queue;

users along with the next users in the queue
the rest
are enabled to access the channel in the next slot. This procedure
users are processed.
continues until all
We illustrate in Fig. 3 the basic procedure of the dynamic
queue protocol, where we consider the th TP in a network with
. Suppose that each of user 2, 5, and 6 (shaded with
dashed lines) has generated a packet in the
th TP, and
for the th TP. As shown in Fig. 3, at the
we choose
beginning of the th TP, all 6 users are waiting in a queue to
access the channel. In the first slot of this TP, users 1, 2, and 3 are
enabled, resulting in a successful transmission by user 2 (shaded
rectangles indicate successfully transmitted packets). User 2 is
then processed and removed from the waiting queue. Users 1,
3, and 4 are then enabled in the second slot of this TP, resulting
in an empty slot in which all these three users are processed.
Finally, the only two users left in the queue, namely, users 5 and
6, access the channel in the third slot. At the end of the fourth
slot, all users are processed, leading to the end of the th TP and
the beginning of the
th TP.
With this structure, the only parameter to be designed is ,
TP, which we discuss
the size of the access set for the th
in Section III-C.
We point out that the order of a user in the waiting queue affects its average packet delay. While all users generate packets
simultaneously, users in the front of the queue access the
.
channel before users in the end of the queue unless
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State transition diagram.

If priority among users is desirable, users with higher priority
should be in the front of the queue in each TP. Otherwise, the
order of a user in the queue needs to be randomized at the beginning of each TP to ensure fairness. In Section V, simulation
examples show that the average delay for the last user in the
queue can be twice as large as that for the first user at medium
and heavy traffic load.
C. Optimal Access Set
The optimal size
of the access set for the th TP is chosen
so that the expected length of this TP is minimized, i.e., the
users, each with
expected number of slots for processing all
is
probability having a packet, is minimized. Specifically,
determined by
(11)

if there are

unprocessed users and
packets to be transmitted in this slot
when the size of access set is chosen to be . A state diagram of
and
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
this Markov chain for
With probability , the first user in the queue has a packet to
transmit in the th TP. Thus, with probability , the Markov
chain starts with state (2,1), and with probability
, it starts
with state (2,0). Take state (2,1) for example. With probability
, the transmission by the first user in the queue does not
,
succeed. The chain then stays in (2,1). With probability
the transmission by the first user succeeds and the second user
in the queue has a packet. The chain then jumps to state (1,1).
, the chain jumps to state (1,0).
With probability
to state
In general, the transition probability from state
is given by (12), located at the bottom of the page. The
initial condition of this Markov chain is given by
(13)

is the expected length of the th TP when
where
each user with probability has a packet to transmit and the
size of the access set is .
as the
In order to determine , we calculate
absorbing time of a finite-state discrete Markov chain. It can
be shown that the number of unprocessed users at the beginning of a slot along with the number of packets that will be
transmitted in this slot forms a Markov chain. Specifically, at
the beginning of a slot in the th TP, the network is in state

denote the initial state of the Markov chain. With
where
is the
state (0,0) defined as the absorbing state,
absorbing time of this Markov chain, which is defined as the
expected number of transitions until the first hit of state (0,0).
as the expected remaining time until absorption
Define
. Let
given that the current state is
(14)

(12)
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Dynamic queue protocol.

We then have (see [14] for analysis on the absorbing time of
Markov chains)
(15)
is the transition probability matrix [after removing
where
state (0,0)] with entries specified by (12), and denote, respectively, an identity matrix and a vector with all entries equal
for
. Thus,
to 1. From (15), we can solve for
considering the initial condition of the Markov chain given by
as
(13), we can calculate
(16)
computed for all possible , the optimal size
With
of the access set for the th TP can be easily obtained from
(11).
We point out that the optimal size of the access set can be
from 0 to 1, we can concomputed off line. By varying
struct a table that specifies the interval of
in which a size
of the access set is optimal (a typical look-up
table is illustrated in Fig. 7). Thus, when the network starts, the
optimal size of the access set for each TP can be obtained from
this table; little online computation is required to implement the
dynamic queue protocol.
The basic procedure of the dynamic queue protocol is given
in Fig. 5.
D. Connections With Existing MAC Protocols
In this section, we draw connections between the proposed
dynamic queue protocol and existing MAC schemes. In particular, we consider the dynamic tree [5] protocol proposed for the
noiseless collision channel and the MQSR protocol [30] proposed for MPR channels.
1) Dynamic Tree Protocol: The similarity between the dynamic queue and the dynamic tree protocol is the structure of

transmission period. Although the terminology of collision resolution interval (CRI) is used in the dynamic tree protocol, both
protocols have the property that newly generated packets can
not be transmitted until the current TP (CRI) ends. This ensures
that a single parameter is sufficient to characterize our knowledge on the state of users at the beginning of each TP (CRI).
The main difference between these two protocols lies in their
schemes of determining the access set for each slot in a particular TP (CRI). Proposed exclusively for the noiseless collision
channel, the dynamic tree protocol utilizes the binary tree algorithm [6] for determining the access set for each slot. However,
like other splitting algorithms such as FCFS [9], the tree algorithm relies on three assumptions that do not hold in a general
MPR channel. First, the tree algorithm relies on the property
that a successful transmission in the noiseless collision channel
implies that other users in the access set do not have packets.
Thus, in a slot with a success of one user, all users in the access
set are processed. This, however, is not true in a general MPR
channel (see Fig. 1) where any user in the access set from whom
we do not receive a packet in a nonempty slot is unprocessed.
If we insist on the tree structure in protocols designed for MPR
channels, the access set may have to be unnecessarily shrunk in
order to enable the unprocessed users left in the access set after a
slot with success. This is due to the boundaries among nodes on
the same level of a tree. The second assumption made by the dynamic tree protocol is that packet collisions can only be resolved
by splitting of users. However, the MPR capability opens new
options for resolving a collision. Splitting is not always necessary or even sensible. Take, for example, an MPR channel with
and
where
. When two packets
are simultaneously transmitted and none successfully received,
in stead of splitting, it is more sensible to enable the same set
of users again. Actually, it has been shown in [20] that when
the channel has a moderate level of MPR capability, immediate
retransmission without random backoff (one form of splitting
users) is optimal. Finally, the dynamic tree protocol does not
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take noise into account. Any nonempty slot without success is
assumed to be a consequence of collision and, hence, leads to
a splitting of users. This causes unnecessary empty slots in the
case that only one user in the access set transmits but does not
succeed because of noise.
In the dynamic queue protocol, in stead of a tree, a queue
structure is utilized for determining the access set for each slot.
The boundaries among users are eliminated by the queue structure. By letting the next users in the waiting queue join the
access set after a slot with successes, we can keep the size
which has been chosen optimally (in
of the access set to be
terms of minimizing
). Furthermore, the same
users
are enabled after a nonempty slot with no success, where
has been chosen according to the channel MPR capability. This
enables us to exploit the MPR capability for collision resolution
(in the case of more than one active user) and avoid unnecessary splitting of users (in the case of one active user in a noisy
if
. We thus
environment). Note that
have

irrelevant). Thus, steady-state performance measures such as
throughput and average delay are commonly used for evaluating
a MAC protocol. In order to evaluate the throughput and delay
performance of the dynamic queue protocol, we need to show
that the network employing the proposed protocol will eventually reach a steady state regardless of the initial condition .
In this section, we first study the existence and the uniqueness
of the steady state of the dynamic queue protocol. Throughput
and average delay provided by the proposed protocol is then analyzed.

(17)

(18)

i.e., the optimal size of access set always enables us to resolve
packet collisions via the channel MPR capability.
2) MQSR Protocol: As their names suggest, both the MQSR
and the dynamic queue protocol utilizes a queue structure for
determining the access set for each slot. The difference between
them is the amount of information they exploit for choosing the
size of access set.
In the MQSR protocol, in order to maximize per-slot
throughput, the size of access set for each slot is chosen by
exploiting all the information that is available at the beginning
of this slot. Since the outcome of each slot provides information
on the state of users, the size of access set is updated at the
beginning of each slot in order to incorporating the newly available information. However, this update of the size of access
set on a slot-by-slot basis results in the high computational
complexity of the MQSR protocol.
With the structure of transmission period, the dynamic queue
protocol utilizes only the information available at the beginning
of each TP for determining the size of access set. Once the size
of the access set is chosen at the beginning of a TP, it is used in
all slots in this TP, except when the number of unprocessed users
left in the waiting queue is smaller than the size of the access set.
Information obtained from the outcome of each slot within a TP
is used only for determining whether a user is processed or not,
but not for updating the size of the access set. It turns out that
by fixing the size of access set for the whole TP, determining
it becomes as simple as looking up a table. The price we paid
for this simple implementation is performance. Nevertheless,
extensive simulations demonstrate that the performance of the
dynamic queue protocol is comparable to that of the optimal
MQSR protocol (see Fig. 8, 11).
IV. STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Our main concern with MAC protocols is their long-term
behavior (when the initial condition of the network becomes

A. Existence of Steady State
Given the channel reception matrix
and the incoming
traffic load , the optimal size
of the access set for the th TP
, i.e.,
. In general,
is a function of
is a monotonic decreasing2 function as illustrated in Fig. 6. It
and and can be computed
is completely determined by
offline. Suppose that the range of
is
with
. We then define

It can be shown [29] that
is a homogeneous Markov
(
denotes the set of posprocess with infinite state space
itive integers) and transition probability
(19)
The steady state of a network using the dynamic queue protocol
. Before
is then defined as the stationary distribution of
using steady-state performance measures such as throughput
and average delay, questions about the existence and uniqueness of the network steady states must be resolved.
is a monotone decreasing
Theorem 1: Suppose that
. Let
function with range

(20)
be a partition of the state space

, where
(21)

Consider a noisy environment with
. We have, for
:
T1.1) all states in
are transient;
is such that
T1.2) if the initial distribution of
, then
is ergodic;
T1.3)
has a limiting distribution
satisfying
if
if

(22)

The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [29]. Theorem 1
shows that a network which employs the dynamic queue pro-

1

2A heuristic argument for f
( ) being monotonic decreasing is as follows.
In order to process all packets generated in the (i 1)th TP within a minimum
number of slots, n [as defined in (4)] packets should be transmitted simultaneously in each slot. With a smaller L
, the probability that a user has a packet
to transmit in the ith TP is smaller. Hence, the access set for the ith TP need to
be enlarged so that the total number of packets held by users in the access set
approaches n .

0
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Fig. 6.

N

as a function of L

.

tocol will eventually reach a unique steady state. Thus, we can
use measures such as throughput and average delay to study the
long term behavior of the dynamic queue protocol.

The initial condition of this Markov chain is given by
. With state 0 defined as the absorbing state,
can be obtained as
(28)

B. Throughput and Packet Delay
The throughput
is defined as the average number of
packets successfully transmitted within one time slot. The
is defined as the average number of
average packet delay
slots from the time a packet is generated to that it is successfully
, we have,3 at
transmitted. Based on the ergodicity of
an arbitrary traffic load
(23)

where

is the absorbing time of the Markov chain. With
computed for all possible , the throughput
can be easily
and an upper bound on the average delay at
obtained from (25) and (26).
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES—MPR VIA SPREAD SPECTRUM
We consider here a -user CDMA network with randomly
generated spreading codes. The reception matrix of the network is given by (6), (7), and (9).
A. Throughput

(24)
and
denote, respectively, the
where
limiting distribution and transition probability of the Markov
. In general, these two quantities are difficult to
process
,
obtain even numerically. However, at heavy traffic load
both and can be studied analytically, as shown in the following.
, we have
for any . It then follows that
At
is an i.i.d. sequence. The throughput and average delay
for
are given by
(25)
(26)
can be obtained
As shown in Section III-C,
by analyzing the absorbing time of a finite state Markov chain
for all , we can simplify
as illustrated in Fig. 4. With
the state of this Markov chain to the number of unprocessed
users. The transition probability then becomes
if
otherwise
3A

detailed derivation can be found in [29].

(27)

In this example, we compare the throughput performance of
the dynamic queue protocol with that of the MQSR protocol and
the slotted ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability. We
. The packet length
,
considered a network with
spreading gain , and the number of correctable errors in a
packet were, respectively, 200, 6, and 2. The noise variance was
dB. The capacity of the MPR
given by
channel in such a network is 1.7925, which can be achieved by
packets in each slot.
transmitting
We first construct the look-up table that specifies the intervals in which a possible size (from 1 to 10) of access set is
optimal. The result is shown in Fig. 7. This result demonstrates
clearly the trend that the heavier the traffic is (larger ), the
smaller the access set should be, as intuition suggests. Note that
which is greater than
the optimal size of access set equals to
, indicating that contention
1 at the heaviest traffic load
is preferable at any traffic load for this MPR channel. Fig. 7 also
shows that a size of access set is optimal for a range of traffic
load. This implies that the proposed protocol is robust to estimation errors on the packet arrival rate .
In Fig. 8, the throughput performance of the dynamic queue
protocol at different incoming traffic load is compared to that
of the MQSR protocol [30] and the delayed first transmission
ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability. Here, we
intentionally favored the slotted ALOHA by letting it choose
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Fig. 7.

Optimal size of access set.

Fig. 8. Throughput comparison.

the optimal retransmission probability. Comparing the performance of the dynamic queue protocol with that of the slotted
ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability, we see a 55%
throughput gain at medium and heavy traffic load. Compared
to the MQSR protocol which aims to determine the access set
for each slot by optimally exploiting all available information,
the dynamic queue protocol achieved comparable performance
with a much simpler implementation. Note that the throughput
provided by the dynamic queue protocol at heavy traffic load
approached to the channel capacity 1.7925.
B. Average Delay
Here, we study the delay performance of the dynamic queue
protocol in the CDMA network specified in Section V-A. We
first study the expected length of a TP in the dynamic queue
protocol, which is closely related to the average packet delay. In
Fig. 9, the expected length of a TP is plotted as a function of ,
the probability that a user has a packet to transmit in this TP. The
expected length of TP achieved by the dynamic queue protocol
is compared with those provided by schemes with fixed size of

Fig. 9.

Expected length of a TP.

Fig. 10.

Average packet delay.
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,
, and
. Fig. 9 shows that
access set
and
yielded inferior performance for small
due to excessive empty slots while
gave inferior performance for large due to excessive packet collision. The TDMA
performed worse than the dynamic queue proscheme
tocol even for large . This is due to the fact that the channel
MPR capability was not fully utilized when
. Compared
with schemes with fixed size of access set, the advantage of dynamically changing the size of access set according to the traffic
load is obvious.
The average packet delay provided by the dynamic queue protocol as a function of the incoming traffic load is shown in
Fig. 10. We consider two cases—fixed order of users and randomized order of users. From Fig. 10, we see that in the case
of fixed order of users, the average delay for the last user in the
queue could be twice as large as that for the first user in the
queue at medium and heavy traffic load, while at light traffic
load, they were about the same. The reason for this is that at
for most transmission
medium and heavy traffic load,
periods. In this case, the first user in the queue always access
the channel before the last one. While at light traffic load when
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Fig. 11.
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Normalized throughput at p = 1.

we usually have
, all users access the channel simultaneously, resulting in the same average delay for the first and
last user in the queue. For the case of randomizing the order of
users, the average packet delay for a user was about the average
of the delay for the first user and the delay for the last user in the
case of fixed order of users. From Fig. 10, we can also see that
could be a good estimate of the
the average length of a TP
packet delay for the first user in the queue. At medium traffic
0.6 , the average delay for the first user in
load 0.1
, while at heavy traffic
the queue was slightly smaller than
load
0.6 , it was the other way around. The reason for this
is that when the traffic is heavy, with high probability, a user
will generate a packet within the first several slots in a TP. Even
for the first user in the queue, it has to wait for almost a whole
TP before this packet can be transmitted. For the last user in the
queue, its average delay will approach the length of two transmission periods at heavy traffic load, as confirmed by Fig. 10.
C. Normalized Throughput
While the techniques of spread spectrum and error control
strengthen the channel reception capability, they consume bandwidth. In this example, we study the normalized throughput of
the dynamic queue protocol, where we define the normalized
throughput as the average number of information bits successfully transmitted per second per hertz [22]. We assume here a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation. Given the network
throughput , spreading gain , packet length , coding rate
, and symbol duration , the average number of successfully
transmitted information bits per slot is
; the duration of
and the bandwidth
. Hence, the
each time slot is
is given by
normalized throughput
(29)
As shown in [15], the maximum coding rate can be computed
from the number of correctable errors as follows:

(30)

We compare the normalized throughput of the dynamic
queue protocol with that of the MQSR protocol and the slotted
ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability. We choose
for the reason that all three protocols yield maximum
throughput at this heaviest traffic load. The network param,
,
, and
eters were chosen as
. The normalized throughput of the dynamic queue, the
MQSR, and the slotted ALOHA with optimal retransmission
was theoretically calculated and plotted
probability at
in Fig. 11 as , the number of correctable errors within one
packet, varies from 0 to 150. From Fig. 11, we again observe
that the dynamic queue protocol performed comparably to
the optimal MQSR protocol and significantly better than the
slotted ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability. Note
that the MQSR protocol achieves the channel capacity at
which has been shown theoretically in [30]. A comparable
performance to it implies that the throughput provided by the
dynamic queue protocol approaches to the channel capacity at
heavy traffic load. Furthermore, Fig. 11 shows that to achieve
the best bandwidth efficiency, we should choose a block error
errors out of a packet
control code which corrects up to
with 1000 b for the dynamic queue and the MQSR protocol. For
the slotted ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability,
. A block error control code
however, we should choose
with stronger correction capability is, in general, more difficult
to design.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed in this paper the dynamic queue protocol
for multiaccess networks with MPR capability. According to
the traffic load and the channel MPR capability, this protocol
adaptively controls the number of users who gain access to the
channel in the same slot. As a consequence, unnecessary empty
slots at light traffic and excessive collision events at heavy traffic
are avoided simultaneously, leading to efficient channel utilization at any incoming traffic load. Furthermore, the proposed protocol is particularly attractive in its simple implementation.
In this paper, we have assumed an error-free downlink
channel. How to adapt the dynamic queue protocol to scenarios where the feedback channel is prone to error and its
performance in such cases are interesting research topics for
the future. Random access protocol design for cellular systems
with severe intercell interference also deserves careful study.
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